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Production process

 Silicon steel is slitted diagonally to have smooth surface and have high fill factor.
 Assembled 3 D core needs annealing process to release mechanical stress for lower

no load losses.
 There is no silicon steel waste due to “V notch” punching.
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Production process

 Core assembly is fixed at winding machine to wind for LV coil followed by HV coil.
 A winding machine could wind both for LV and HV coils.
 Core and coil assembly go through VPI process for mechanical integrity and 

protection from humidity.
 Total times for assembly process is less than standard stacked core VPI transformer 

However, total times to produce a 3D core VPI transformer is equal to standard 
stacked core VPI transformer due to more time on winding processes.
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Production Scope

 For liquid power transformer, It is applicable for 132kV.
 3D core VPI transformer with amorphous metal was commercialized from 1Q, 2017.
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Life Expectancy

 Life expectancy of class H VPI transformers    
with 220 insulation system.

. T = -22.082 x e (16515/273+170)
= 545 years

 Means that this transformer has significantly 
longer life than standard class H VPI 
transformer.
(Range of equation goes beyond aging test 
results done so that 545 years mean “high  
reliability with longer life”.)

(Quoted from IEC 60076-11)
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Space and destruction factor

 The bigger space factor is the better.
 The smaller destruction factor is the better.
 With improved space factor, destruction factor and 3D core structure, it could reduce active 

materials of  silicon steel(32%) and copper(17%).

(Cross section area of core)
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Advantage of triangle core technology

 Significant reduction of noise level due to 3D core structure.
 3D VPI transformer is environmentally friendly due to less material consumption and less

Materials for disposal at the end of transformer life.
 Installation area is less than cast resin transformers by 35% (floor area).
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Partial discharge

Note:  
1.Assume voltage between  

windings is 1500v.

2.Dielectric constant: air/1.0,
aramid paper/2.0, 
epoxy resin/5.0
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Application

 Fast growing application is charging station for EV (electric vehicle) due to high overload 
capability, safety, environmental protection, reliability, smaller size and silent performance.

 HV (high voltage)  inverter system and an inverter system  in PV energy are good 
applications for 3D core VPI transformers since inverter generates harmonics for high noise 
level and additional heat.

 Transformers for high efficiency and energy saving would take advantages of 3D core 
technology.
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Conclusion
 3D core VPI transformers have more advantages than standard stacked dry 

transformers as shown.

 Regulations on environmental protection, green energy and carbon 
emission will drive end users to evaluate 3D core VPI transformers for 
broad adoption.

 Class H, VPI transformers with 220 insulation system has high reliability 
with longer lifespan than any other dry transformers.

 3D core is best technology for optimized magnetic flux distribution in 3 legs 
with low exciting current, low no load losses, low sound level, low magnetic 
field emission.

 There are similar technology (open 3D core, stacked 3D core) to wound 3D 
core but overall performances are lower than wound 3D core technology.
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